The ropes that hold Gulliver down is the agencies, groups, rules and regulations that are redundant, flawed,
confusing, misguided and unreasonably prohibitive. All entities listed on Gulliver plus many more delegate
to the miner. Not just one entity. Regulatory interference is so confusing and wrong. Courts do not know
how to rule and rule incorrectly. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) wants to manage, but can’t efficiently
and are always getting sued by the environmental and conservative groups. Then we have states wanting to
take back the Public Lands for themselves. There is no way we can let the states take back the public lands as
they would take away our public lands and our grand-fathered 1872 mining law rights making the problem
completely worst leading to the breakdown of many laws and causing anarchy.

Mining is showing a way to satisfy most, by cutting away the ropes and allowing a partnership between the
miners and BLM. If BLM is the only recognized public lands management agency and the government
follows the 30 USC 21-54 true meaning and the interpreted law (See The Mining Law of 1872: A Legal and
Historical Analysis), current and only legal interpretation for Supreme and Appellate courts.
By writing a Bill like this we have satisfied everything asked by the People, Congress and the Senate.








BY STRIPPING AWAY ALL THE ROPES FROM THE 1872 MINING LAW. MINING
Cuts state spending by getting rid of the agencies and rules that make no sense cause confusion and stop jobs.
Cuts federal spending by getting rid of the agencies and rules that make no sense, cause confusion and stop
jobs.
Elevates our country to a major supplier of strategic metals, minerals and rare earths, while taking care of the
land and animals.
Stops or slow down all the law suits against BLM, the miner and mining companies.
Creates hundreds of thousands of brand new jobs throughout the United States.
Just in California creating a minimum of 10,000 to 20,000 new jobs.
All these jobs are actually high-paying, long-term. Why? Because the jobs exist as long as the mining
operations exists. 30 to 50 years. Most pay is between $15.00 to $120.00 per hour.

Renewable energy cannot do that.

WE THE PEOPLE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN

